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Abstract 
We consider a system of continuous time random walks on Zd in a potential which is random 
in space and time. In spatial dimensions d > 2, and for sufficiently small random potential, we 
show that, as time goes to infinity, the behavior is diffusive with probability one. However, the 
diffusion constant is not equal to one, and is determined by the averaged process. The averaged 
process is found by averaging over the random potential initially. In the discrete time case the 
averaged process is the simple random walk; this explains why the diffusion constant is one in 
the discrete time case. 
Keywords: Random walks; Diffusion; Directed polymers; Random potential; Averaged process; 
Partition function 
1. Introduction 
Imbrie and Spencer (1988) considered discrete time random walks in a random 
potential. Let v(t,x) be independent for each t and x, with u(t,x) = 311 with probability 
l/2 where x E Zd, t E Z’,d = dimension, and 0 < E 
Imbrie and Spencer proved the following result: 
Theorem 1.1. For small enough e > 0 and dimension 
JX(T)2 LIO<t<r[l $- MtJ(t))ldWT 
TZ(T) 
< 1. 
d > 2, 
1 almost surely, 
where Z(T) is the partition functrbn (needed to normalize the probability density), 
X(T) is the position of the walk at time T, and d Wr is the probability measure f‘or 
the simple random walk on Zd. 
Improvements on this result were made by Bolthausen (1989), Olsen and Song 
( 1996), and Sinai ( 1995). Coyle (1996) showed that in all dimensions and for all I E 
(0, 1 ), there exists some n such that (Z(T)“),. 3 CC, as T + CQ, where (.){. represents 
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respect to the measure dv, for walks starting at x E Zd. For x E Zd and i < t < i + 1 
for nonnegative integer i, let u(t,x) = vi,x = fs with probability l/2 where 0 < E and 
vi,1 is independent of rj, y if x # y or i # j. Note that, throughout this paper, E shall 
always represent the size of the potential v(t,x). Let 
(1) 
be the measure for the continuous time random walk in a random potential. Let P,(.) 
and (.)” denote probability and expectation (respectively) with respect to the random 
potential v, and EI represent expectation with respect to the walk measure dpLr for 
walks started at x. We define the probability measure for the averaged process to be 
where 
(3) 
Note that E, [(e~v(S’x(S))*)U] = E, [(e~“(S’x(S))dr)l;] Vx,y E Zd. Also note that in the 
discrete time case, (flO,lBr[l + &v(t,X(t)])u = 1, and hence the averaged process in 
the discrete time case is the simple discrete time random walk. 
Let r be the matrix given by Tij = Et[X’( 1 )Xj( 1 )] where X’( 1) is the component 
of X( 1) in the ith direction, and Et is expectation with respect to the averaged process 
measure d&‘. The main result of this paper is the following: 
Theorem 2.1. For dimension d > 2, and E > 0 s@iciently small, we have that with 
probability one 
‘d differentiable f sutisfying 
J e-‘llYllf(y)14dy < cc and J (e-‘lt”“2(Vf(y)l)d” dy < 00 R” R” 
for some q > 0, as T + cc through the integers. 
3. The averaged process 
In the proof of Theorem 2.1, we will show that the random walk in a random 
potential is approximately equal to the averaged process. Thus we need a Theorem 
2.1 type result for the averaged process. Note that if n = max{k : k < Ix/}, where 
x E Zd and Ix/ > 2, then P&Y( 1) = x)< l/n! < Ce-lXl, which implies that, Vx E 
Zd, P&Y(l) = x)dCe- IxI. Let P,” represent probability with respect to the averaged 
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process measure d&‘. We can write (for the averaged process) X(n) = Xt + . . + X, 
where Xj = X(j) - X(j - l), and we have, by the independence of the u;,~‘s over 
integer time, 
Pt(Xj = X) = Pt(X( 1) = X) 
Thus E,A[Xj] = 0 and Et[X:] = C < 03 and by the central limit theorem (e.g., see 
Durrett, 1991) we have that Vf E Y (Schwartz Space), 
(4) 
Thus the averaged process is a nonstandard continuous time walk, but its probability 
measure does converge to a Gaussian measure. The averaged process is almost Marko- 
vian; however it does have a memory of length one time unit. Since this memory is 
short, it is not hard to show that, as for the simple continuous time random walk, for 
s > 0,3c, c s.t. 
PoA(X(s) = x) <cc +I/4 . (5) 
Lemma 3.1. 
V differentiable f‘ satisj$ng 
J’ wlce- ‘I’J’/21Vf(y)j)d+’ dy < oci, 
JOY some q > 0, as T + cc through the integers. 
(7) 
Proof. Choose n = cl. Given 6 > 0, by Eq. (6) 3B >> 1 such that 
J’ 
e-“i”’ If(y)ldy < 6 
1~1 >B 
and qB < c2B2/2, where c2 is a positive constant such that c21y12 < yT_’ yT ‘dy E 
Rd (notice that I--’ is a real symmetric positive definite matrix). Also (by Stonee 
Wieirstrass) 3g E Y such that 
J’ 
Il(~vl<&o) - Y(Y)I dy < 6, 
Iw” 
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where l(.) is the indicator function. Then, using Eq.(5), and using Eq.(7) to approximate 
the sum by an integral, we have 
where C is a constant independent of 6 and n. Therefore, by Eq. (4), 
JTz& R” e J’ --yr’y’/2 g(y) & - C6 
Gp_.EoA [f ($y 
G d& 
J’ 
Iw’, e-Yr-‘yr’2g(y>dv + C& 
Note 
IS e-Yr-‘YJ/2 g(y) dy - .I’ e-Y~-‘Yr’2f(y)&, W” Iw” 
d 
J’ 
edY12’21g(y) - l~lyl,~,.fb>I dy + 
R” s 
,y,,B~~““lf(~)l dY 
Therefore 
-Yr-‘Y”2f(y)dy _ Cd 
<;$/;2 [f(T)] 
G d& s R‘, e-yr-‘yr’2.f(y) d  + C& 
Noting 6 is arbitrary, and C is independent of 6, the lemma is proved. 0 
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Using the fact that the averaged process has a memory of length one time unit, and 
Eq.(5),3C,csuchthatif.s-sk_i>,landO<si <s2 <...<sk_i <skthen 
P$(x(sk) =Xlx(Sj) = aj Vj<k - l)< 
Ce- +,_,I/&%7 
(Sk - Sk-,)di2 ’ 
and this can be used to show that for dimension d > 2, if Xi(t) and X2(t) are indepen- 
dent walks on Zd starting at x E Zd, and r E R with O<r<l, then v&&-i ,..., ai E 
Zd and 0 <sl < s2 < . < Sk-1 < Sk and vt (with Sk-1 < t), 3 c < cc such that 
J’ 
I 
f$(xI(Sk) =xz(Sk + r)lX](Sj) = aj = x2(SJ f r) Vj’jbk - 1)dsk < C. (9) 
.?I-, 
Also, Eq. (5) can be used to show that for dimension d > 2, there exists a constant 
C such that, ‘dr E R with 0 <r < 1 and Vt > 0, 
s t P&(X,(s) = X2(s + r)) ds < C. 0 
4. The partition function 
We define the partition function Z(t,x) by 
Z(t,x) = 
E, [,c ~(s&w] 
Jv ’ 
(10) 
(11) 
where the denominator (N’, see Eq. (3)) has been introduced so that (Z(t,x)), = 1. 
In this section we wish to show that the limit of Z(t,x) as time goes to infinity exists 
(= Z( co) say), to get some estimates on the rate of convergence, and to show that the 
probability that Z(co) equals 0 is zero. These are essential components of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 
Lemma 4.1. For d > 2,Vx E Zd, b’t E Rf and suficiently small E, there exists a 
constant C s. t. 
(z<t,X)2)v < c < co. 
Proof. Let Xi and X2 be independent walks. Then, if n = [tj (where 1.1 is the greatest 
integer function), 
E, xx eJr K u(s,~l(s))+u(~,~2(~))} d.3 (w,x)2)” = )I 
(N’)2 L: 
E X,X 
K 
eSd’{U(S,X,(s))+u(s,x~(s))} d.v 
<e2’ >I (Jv-“)2 u. (12) 
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Thus we need only consider t an integer. Let z$,~ = amount of time walk & spends 
at y E Zd during the time interval [j,j + 11. Then we have 
J”’ {v(s,xl(s))+~(s,~2(s))~ d.9 
e 1 = n cosh(e(z,,, + $,,>>, 
.VEZ” 
and 
cosh(s(r;,, + r;,,)) 
= cosh(erj,,)cosh(srT,y)e 
g2 JT”’ [:” I,,x,,(Xi(S),X,(S’))drdr’ 
Therefore 
( 
ei’+’ { ~~s,~,~s~~+~~s,~~~s~~} ds 
> L’ 
d el 
( 
5 
i+1 Ns,& (s)) ds 
>( 
s ‘+’ u(s.X,(s)) ds e 1 
e~2,;‘+‘[+’ l&Y,(s),x,(s’))ds ds’ 
(13) 
” > u 
where D = {(z,z): z E Zd} c Z2d. Referring back to Eq. (12), we get 
Therefore, using Jensen’s inequality, 
(z(n,x)2), < px ,s,’ (2~~ sd’” bG’dM(~+~W) dr 1 
< A’ drE,4, [e”2 sd”’ b~,.,~&h+‘?bjj . (14) 
Expanding the exponential into its Taylor series and taking the expectation through the 
sum, we have, for arbitrary r E [0, 11, letting SO = 0, 
@, 
[ 
e2E* sd’” l,(X,(s)m~+~))~ 1 
= F wkfj [I’:’ f$vx~j) = x*ej + r>l 
k=O j=l I 
Xl(Si)=X2(Si+Y)b’i<j- l)dSj 
I 
d 2 (2&W 
k=O 
=c<co, (15) 
for E < (2C)-Ii*, and using Eqs. (9) and (10). 0 
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Lemma 4.2. Let Q be u ball of radius R centered ut the origin in R2d, x E Zd, y E 
Zd, 1521 = #{z: z E Sz n Z2d}, CI = (d - 2)/(2d), d > 2 and Ro > 1 for some Ro E R. 
Then VR > Ro, jbr sufJiciently small E, and Vn E Z’, 3 positive constant C s. t. 
( A C -WvPYn,y) kY)EQ ) 61 + (1 ZX,,,. 1’ (16) 
Proof. By a calculation similar to the one in Eq. (14), and letting Xl and X2 be 
independent walks, we have 
. 
Notice that for Sk > 1, 
pey(xl(Sk) =X2(Sk + U)lXl(Sj) =X2(Sj + 24) Vj’jfk - 1) 
= p&(&(Sk) = x2(Sk + u)jxl(Sk-I) = x2(Sk-I + U) vjj’dk - 1). 
Therefore, expanding out the exponential as in the proof of Lemma 4.1, we get 
-c [ IA 
Ex4y e26: sd’” lD(x,(s),.m+u))ds 
(%YKQ 
1 
J 
II+1 
<l +2E2c o h c P&(-W) =&(s + U))ds, 
(X%Y EQ 
for E < (2C)-‘12. Suppose s > 1. Then, using Eq. (5), we have 
(17) 
f-$(X,(s) = z)PyA(&(s + u) = z) 
,-Cl+Y)l/d= & dy 
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After making a similar calculation for s < 1, we have 
Rd+2 
<l +cE2p 
IM 
cE2 
” + (1 + 1Ql)(d-W(2d) 
Referring back to Eq. (17), we are done. 0 
For M<N, let 
E0 
[ 
.J; u(s,x(s)) ds 
Z 1 N,M = ,1/-N-M ’ 
and let Z(N) = Z(N,O). 
ds 
) 
(18) 
Lemma 4.3. For M> 1, p = (d - 2)/2>0, and E sujficiently small, 3 a constant C>O 
independent of A4 s. t. 
(Z&& < 1 + c/l@. 
Proof. Using Eq. (14), we have 
(Z;,M)c 
= c (Z(N - M y)Z(N - Mz)), W’I(M 
Y.2 
)=YYw(~ )=z> 
2EZ J, N--M+’ l&C,(s),X,(s+u))ds 1 p(Xl(w=Y)P(~2@4) = z) 
Let Q be a ball of radius v%? centered at the origin in R2d. Taking IQ1 as in 
Lemma 4.2, we have l/M” <C/lQl. Letting 2 = (d - 2)/(2d), and using Eq. (18) 
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and IYI + IH > I(Y,z)L we have, letting a0 = 0 and ak = 2k-’ Vk > 1, 
MxI(s),&(s+u))ds _ 1 ,-M+I~I)/~ 1 
03 
d c ace -Q CE2 
k=O (1 +ai”,,lQl> 
Therefore 
C 
dl+-. 
M(d-2)/2 
0 
Lemma 4.4. For M > 1, E su$/iciently small, and y = (d - 2)/4 > 0, 3 a constant C>O 
independent of M s. t. VN > M 
Proof. 
S" e O u(~,XI(S))+U(~,X~(S))~~ = c Eo,o > ” x2M Xl(M) =x 
XE‘Z” I 
= Eo,o K .s,” ~(s,~l(~))+~(~~x2(s))ds %/PM )I ” 
= (Z(W2h. 
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Therefore we have, using Cauchy-Schwarz, 
K&V - &W)2), 
I 
.J;:” ~(~,~l(~))+u(s,x,(s))ds .s,” ~(s,~l(s))+~(s,x2(s))ds 
= Eo.0 > ” 
Jv2M &%-‘w -1 
By Eq. (13) and the proof of Lemma 4.1 we have, for sufficiently small E, 
219 
(19) 
(20) 
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Therefore, using Eq. (13) and the proof of Lemma 4.3, we have 
x P(X,(M) = x)P(&(M) = y) 
I 
- 1 
<l+-+=L. 
IMP 
where B = (d - 2)/2. Finally, by Eqs. (19)-(21) we have 
((Z(N) - Z(W)2)” G & 
C 
=Mo/4. q 
(21) 
We now want to consider the limit of the partition function as time goes to infinity. 
Clearly ( lZ(N)I)I: = (Z(N)), = 1 VN. Let 9~ = a(Z( I), . . . ,Z(N)). Then (Z(N + 
1) 19~)~ = Z(N). Therefore Z is a martingale with respect to the filtration Fj,,, 
and the martingale convergence theorem implies that there exists Z(o0) such that 
lirn,veoo Z(N)=Z(co) a.s. 
Corollary 4.5. (Z(co)), = 1. 
Proof. For any M > 1 and ME N, using Cauchy-Schwarz, we have 
I(Z(~))V - @PfN~I = l((Z(~,) - ZW))~ lL!l 
G ((IZ(~) - z(w12),p2 
G ( Jpm WV9 - -Wf)12)o)1’2 
c zzp M(d-2)/8. 
Since (Z(M)iv = 1 VA4, letting M --+ cc, we are done. Cl 
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Lemma 4.6. Letting p = (d - 2)/2 > 0 and E be suficiently small, given any sufi- 
ciently small p > 0 3 a constant C > 0 independent of p s. t. 
P, 
( 
inf WV < P 
N3I > 
G , logypj,ii. 
Proof. Let n* = inf{N’ > M: Z,~,,M < l/4} and let N A n* = min{N,n*}. Then for 
any A4 > 1, N > M, and using Cauchy-Schwarz and Lemma 4.3, we have 
1 = (ZNAn*,M)* 
= (Z,,; n* 3N), + (.G*,M; n* <N)t, 
< ((Zi,M)a)1i2PU(n* >/N)li2 + P,(n* <N)/4 
< (I + C/MD)“*( 1 - P,(n* <N))“2 + P,(n* <N)/4 
< (1 + C/G)( 1 - iPu(n* < 03)) + P,(n* <cc)/4 
< 1 + C/Mb - P,(n* <c0)/4. 
Therefore P,(n* < oo)<C/Mp. Since Z(N)be-““Zjv,M and for NGM, P(Z(N) < 
eP”/4) = 0, we have 
p, 
( 
inf Z(N) < eP”/4 
N>l 1 
<C/MB. 
Letting ~1 = eP”/4, we are done. 0 
Corollary 4.7. P,(Z(w) = 0) = 0. 
We now want to find some estimates on the rate at which the partition function 
converges in the time limit. Note the following fact: 
cosh(C~=, ak) = in/21 
ni=, cosh(ak > I + c c fitanb(ai,). k=, l<i,<i:<...<&<rl j=l (22) 
Lemma 4.8. For d>2, 1 <M<N, E suficiently small, and n E Zi 3C independent of 
M and N s.t. 
I({Z(N) - Z(M))“)Ul < M(d2,;+,,,2J,4. 
Proof. We have 
(Z(N)‘Z(M)“-‘), 
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Therefore 
M-l 
= E,A 
COW& C:z, $,,A 
E m;d II:=, coW$,,) 
Let 
N-l 
qt1,..., 
cosh(e c;=, tk$,,) 
j=M mEZ” no=, “‘h(‘tk’~,,) 
Then we have 
= (-1)” c (-l)~‘+~~+“‘+a~~F(u,,u~,...,a,) 
a,=l,O 
1 
=I/ 1 
1 
. . . a f, . ..&.,F(tl,.. .,&)dt, . . . dt, 
0 0 
d SUP la,, . . . a,m, , tn) hzs, 0 
O$S,<l 
where a, = a/at,. Since O<$,,, we have, for example, 
c 1234 Tj,mzj,mzj,mzj,m 
< 
mEZd,M<j4N-1 mE.@,M<j<N-1 
(24) 
‘9 (25) 
for any choice of ki E { 1,2,3,4} distinct. Also, since ~j,,, 6 1, we have, for example, 
mEZ%,M$j<N-1 mEZd,M<j<N-1 
for any choice of kept indices kl # k2. Using inequalities similar to those in Eqs. (25) 
and (26), we have, for a suitable choice of kept indices, letting 
S r,n = (kl,..., k,,pl,..., p,): k/E{1 ,..., n}, p,~{l,..., n}, kl distinct, 
PI # kt, [il {kt,pt} = {l,...,n> 
> 
, 
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cosh(e Cfc, $,> 
’ ,g ,,g,, II,“=, cosh(E~+ ) ’ 
J.m 
Therefore, by Eqs. (23), (24), and (27), we have 
I({Z(W - WO)“),I 
(27) 
(using Cauchy-Schwarz). 
(28) 
Using Eqs. (15) and (22), Jensen’s inequality, and generalized Hblder’s inequality, we 
get that, for sufficiently small E, 
N-l 
cosh(E c;=, $,,,J 
g m;d n;=, cosh(d ) 
J>m 
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G C(%&), (29) 
where C(n, E) depends only on n and E. We can write 
= EA C Ti 2 K )I i 
< C(n) sup {EAIGTjl}, 
Li 
(30) 
(31) 
where 7; represents the ith term for any enumeration of the finite sum in (30). Fix i 
and j. In the product TiTj, let a be a walk index for which the number of times that 
the index a appears in CTj is less than or equal to the number of times any other 
walk index appears in TiTj. Consider all terms in Ti Tj for which the index a appears. 
There are two possibilities: 
(i) a is matched with some other index b for every incidence of a. Hence b does 
not occur elsewhere. 
(ii) (i) does not occur, which means that a is not perfectly matched with any other 
index. 
In case (i), if p is the number of times a appears in TiTj, we have a quantity of 
the form (letting E$ represent expectation with respect to the averaged process over 
walks a and b, and all walks start at the origin) 
P 
1D(&(s),&(s + u)) ds du 
)I 
< E~P(~!)= .I’ du, kN+’ ds, fi ./’ 
ui--l 
duk JN+' dsk 
si - I 
X fi~~b(&(Sk) =xb(Sk f uk) i&(sj) =xb(sj + Uj), 1 djdk - 1) 
k=l 
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C(P>E) =- 
M(d-2)/2 ’ (32) 
where we have used Eqs. (5) and (9). 
In case (ii) we have a quantity of the form 
where p is equal to the number of times the index a appears in TiTj, the b, are 
not necessarily distinct, and each index 6, appears elsewhere in TiTj. We take the 
expectation holding all walks, except the walk indexed by a, fixed, and we have, 
letting UP = {permutations of (bl, . . . , b,)}, 
m,, tZ”,M<k,, <N-I 
X npt(xa(si) =xb,((si + Ui> 
i=l 
&,vbr;&(s,) = xb,J(sj + Uj), 1 <j<i - 1) 
C(P,E) 
’ M(d-2)/2 ’ 
by calculations similar to those used in finding Eqs. (9) and (32). For the remaining 
products in TiTj we repeat the process of picking an index that appears a number 
of times less than or equal to any of the remaining indices, and take the relevant 
expectation(s). We do this until the expectation over all the 12 walks have been taken. 
Notice that when we have perfect matching (case (i)), we take the expectation over 
two indices for a cost of l/M (d-2)/2. When we do not have perfect matching (case 
(ii)), we take the expectation over only one index for the same cost of 1/M(d-2)/2. 
Therefore the expectation of CTj is maximized when we have perfect matching. If n 
is even we can have exactly n/2 perfect matchings and so 
s~~E*[CT’l d (Br 
C(n, 8) 
= M(d-2)nJ4 if n is even. (33) 
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When n is odd, we can have at most (n - 1)/2 perfect matchings, so we have to take 
at least one expectation when there is not perfect matching, and we get 
C(n,c) . . 
= ~(d-2)(“+1)/4 If ’ ls Odd’ (34) 
Returning to Eq. (28), Eqs. (29), (31), (33), and (34) give the required result. 17 
Note that from Lemma 4.8 we could easily give an alternative proof that Z(oo) 
exists with probability one for d > 2 and E sufficiently small. 
5. Convergence with probability one 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. We first prove convergence as time goes 
to infinity exponentially fast. Let y E Q s.t. 0 < y < 1 and let A4 E {N E N: NY E N}. 
Let p,(n) be the probability density for the random walk in a random potential, i.e., 
E. 
P[_w](X) = I. 
The idea of the proof goes as follows. We show that the expectation w.r.t. the random 
walk in a random potential between times MY and A4 is approximately equal to the 
expectation w.r.t. the averaged process. To make this approximation precise, we use the 
estimates found in the last section on the partition function. We also need to show that 
the probability density, pt~+](x), up to time AC’ is approximately equal to the simple 
continuous time density, in the sense that the walk will most likely stay within the ball 
of radius MY/*+’ up to time MY, where 0 < 6 << 1. We begin with 
We have 
where 
227 
(36) 
S = c q[My](x) A(x) - E;,“,MY 
XEP ( [f (%)I)~ 
and q[M&) = Z(Mr)p[~+). We have 
F)” 
K 
s MY v(s,x(s))+v(s,Y(s)) d8 =Eo,o eo )J($g)f (g-q 
x e.C 
cc 
u(s,x(s))+v(s,r(s)) ds 
>( ” 
eS; r-hww~ ( eS: u”Jwm~)}/~2M 
eSoM1 4bw))+~w(~))~ 
= qo 
i 
( 
1 
( 
eSoMy J4bw))dJ 
>( 
eSoMY v(4Y(s))~ 
”
)f @)f (3) 
u 
i 
( 
.JM: N&~(~))+~wY~))~ 
X ) 
( 
,s;:: “md” (.s,“, vhY,l,,)” - l 
11 
(I 
I( 
,JoMY ~(~vm))+~(~,Y(~))~ 
I> 
2 112 
6 go 
if cwwm~2~f vwYdm~2 
N 
.sd”’ ~(~a~)) d.9 
>I Cl 
2 eJM7 v(s,Y(s))ds 2
” >I ” II 
( 
eJM; kw))+@,Y(s))ds 
> 
2 l/2 
” 
J$ tisJ(s))~ 
>( 
eJ;y +y(s)) d.T 
> 
-1 7 
N 
(37) 
” 
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where 
Eo 
[ 
5” e MY “(s’X’““*f(X(M)/~)IX(MY) = x 
A(x) = 1 JfM-MY 
and 
E$,MMY [f(F)] = E” [( 
eJz v(s’x(s))dr f(X(M)/*)IX(MY) = x 
)+ I. 
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by Cauchy-Schwarz. Using the work in Lemma 4.1, Eq. (5), the assumptions of 
Theorem 2.1, and Cauchy-Schwarz again, 
1 N s 
MT u(s,X(s))+u(s,Y(s))ds 
>I 
2 
eo {f(X(M)I~>}2{f(Y(M)/~)}2 
E& 
K 
.JoMi fJ(&.w))~ 
2 
>I K 
eJoM; G,Y(s))~ 
>I 
2 
v u I 
4E2 cz, J;'_, [_, ldWs),Y(s'))ds dd 
I) 
'I2 
d c. 
Returning to Eq. (37), using Eqs. (21) and (38), 
(S2)“< c MM-W ’ 
and using Chebyshev, with 0 < s < ~(d - 2)/8, and { = y(d - 2)/4 - 26, we get 
.(lSl>$J <g. 
Referring back to Eq. (35), for 0 < 6 and y/2 + 6 < l/2, consider 
(38) 
(39) 
(40) 
Let H = C,x/>M y:2+6q,MY](x)EXA[f(X(M - Mv)/v’@)]. Then, using Cauchy-Schwarz, 
Eqs. (20) and (5), and the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, we have 
W2)u 
= c c EC40 lxGWfv))l,(Y(MY)) 
1x1 >M//2+6 IyJ >‘w:~+” 
xE,A [f (x’~My’)] Ey” [f ( y’M&Mv’)] 
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x E,A[fVW - ~Y)l~)IE;[f(Y(M - My)/m)I) 
1x1 aMd*+” 
(MY)@ 
Yl>Y2ELd 
(A4 -My 
< CePM6. (41) 
Therefore, by Chebyshev, we have 
P,(IHI > ,-cMsi4) < CeccMdi2. (42) 
Again referring back to Eq. (35), for 0 < 6 and y/2 + 6 < l/2, consider 
(43) 
We want to approximate f (in this region of x) by a Schwartz function g. Given any 
2 > 1, by the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 3E > 1 and g E 9 such that 
s e--rllyl If (y)l dy < 4 IYI'E 
s W I l(lyl<qf (v) - s(v)1 dy < 2. 
Then, by a calculation similar to the one in Eq. (8), we have, VA4 > 1, 
Therefore 
ZWY > -c mw p[~~~(x)Ef;‘~~~’ 1x1 <Me+6 [f (%)I 
_ ZWY) [( X(M-MY)-. -ww c PW,(W~ g a (44) 1x1 <M,:‘z+J 
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since Cl,, ,Md~+~ pp4&) G C XEzd P[~~I(x) = 1. Now, for g E Y, consider 
Letting n^ = (y - a)/ly - al, we have 
s 
IY-4 
s(a) - S(Y) = ii. Vg(a + tti) dt 
0 
+9 I ( X(M-MY) --x m > -T(%My))/ 
1x1 
G -Jjy “” IV&)1 
C 
G ~‘/2-(y/2+6). 
Also 
< EA 
’ 0 
IxcM - My) - X(M)I snp IVg(x)l 
m x 1 
d &E,"[IW')~l 
C 
G M1/2--y/2. 
Therefore by Eq. (44) 
-wfY ) --Ix wf) p,.+j~,(~)E;,~~~ 
1x1 <w/2+6 
[f (%)I 
= $$/ {@ [g (33] ,x,&WI(X)fO (Ml,2!cY,2+b) +A)}. 
(45) 
Consider 
IA J = &MI y2+6 q[MY](x). Then by Eq. (41) with f E 1, we have (J2)u QC~-“~~, 
and Chebyshev gives 
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Since C,,, gMli2+a ~TWI(~) + C IxI <Mi/z+a P[MYI(X) = 1, we have (by Eq. (45)) that with 
probability > ( 1 - Ce?‘@ ) 
zwv > 
Z(M) c p[Mq(X)E:‘TMMY 1x1 <‘&jY/2+6 
=ggy{E(+(s$)] 
If (%)] 
(1+ o&:;)) +o(Ml,2!(v,2+6) +A)} 
=~{Eq-(3$)] (1iOgy) 
e-CM*A 
+o A+- ( 1 ZWY) + M1/2-(y/2+6) )i ’ (46) 
by a calculation similar to the one in Eq. (8). Using Lemma 4.4 and Chebyshev, we 
have that for 0 < 5 < 1 that with probability > (1 - C/My(d-2)t/4) 
-wfY) = -wf) + 0 ( My(d;)(li),X > . 
Also, by the assumptions of Theorem 2.1, 
(47) 
(48) 
Putting all together, using Eqs. (35), (39), (42), (46)-(48), we get that with probability 
> (1 - ce-cMd _ (~p,fy(d--2)/4--2~) _ (~/~~(d-w14)), 
E: [f(S)] =-@ [f (5g)] +o (Ml,2:y,2+@ +i) 
1 
-0 
+Z(W { ( 
1 
Mv(d-W--rYs > 
[l +o(n)]+o -& 
( )I 
. 
By Lemma 4.6, given 0 < p << 1, we have that 
fi (&&) >l- ,log(p~~d-z)!2~ 
Conditioning that Z(M) > ,u VA4 and using the fact that P(AIB) <P(A)/P(B), we have 
that 3 C(u) < cc such that 
G C(p) 
1 1 
MYW-W-W~ + Ml/z- (v/z+@ 
with probability 
’ - 1 ~og(p;W2 . 
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Fix cr where 0 < o < 1, let W = {M: MY E N}, W, = {M > N: MY E N} where 
N>l, and 
Then for any N > 1 we have 
P,(G) 
For any given cr > 0 we can choose N large enough and I small enough so that 
C(P) 
1 1 
N~(d--2)(1-0/8 + N1/2-(Y/2+& 
Then we have 
6 (1 _ c/l 
c C 
My(d--2)/4--2~ + M&-W/4 
e-cNb + Ny(d-i)j4-2c + (50) 
Letting N + 03, we have P,(E,) = 0 Vo > 0. Since o is arbitrary, we get that with 
probability one (conditioned on Z(M) > p YM) 
This holds for all (arbitrarily small) p. Letting p 4 0 we have that conditioned on 
Z(M) > 0 VM, which occurs with probability one in v (see Corollary 4.7), 
1 
= J(27c)d(det r) w Je--yr-“‘r/2 f (y) dy, 
using Lemma 3.1. For f E Y we can drop the A dependence in Eq. (49), and letting 
6 + 0, 5 -+ 0 and s + y(d - 2)/8, we get that the convergence rate for f E Y is 
(almost) 
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Choosing y = 4/(d + 2) so that (1 - y)/2 = y(d - 2)/8, we have 
for all (9 < (d - 2)/2(d + 2) with probability --+ 1 as A4 --+ co, A4 E W. 
Notice that our obstacle to convergence through the integers occurs in Eq. (50) 
since the exponents in the sum could be less than one, depending on d, the dimension. 
We will now make some adjustments to ensure the sum will converge if the sum is 
taken over the integers. Consider S from Eq. (36). Then we have 
(S”), = c fiq[M;l(xk) ( X,ELd k=l 
where 
Eo 
A,(x) = 1 NM-M; 2 
and 
SI = {(PI,..., p,): l<p1<p2<...<ptbn, 
lbp1+1 <... < pn dn, pi all distinct}. 
Now consider 
Therefore we have 
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Notice that this is identical to Eq. (23) if f E 1. We therefore get, from the work in 
Lemma 4.8 and Cauchy-Schwarz, 
MY-1 
cosh4(s C;=r $,,A 
g mGd n;=, cosh4(ad J.m ) 
c 
r= [yj (h,...,k,,pl ,...,p,ES, 
X E2Zkl 24’ 
J>m J,m 
mEP,MYQj&i4-1 
C(n, 8) 
G ~~(d-2)1(n+l)i2114’ 
Therefore we can find n, depending on y and d, so that 
(S”), d CIM3, 
and so by Chebyshev, with 0 < s > l/n, we have 
pv(lSl > l/M&. 
Similarly, using Lemma 4.8, for sufficiently large n, with 0 < c < l/n we have 
fi IZ(MY) - Z(M)1 > & ( ) < 2. 
With y fixed, and taking [A4’] instead of MY in our calculations, we can replace Eq. 
(49) (where 1/My(d-2)(‘-S)‘* is now l/MS) by 
with probability greater than 
1 - {G-CM6 - C/A,@} 
1 - C/jlog(~)j(d-2)/2 ’ 
where 0 < ,u < 1. Proceeding as before, but now taking the limit as M + co through 
the integers, Theorem 2.1 is proved. 0 
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